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In this work we shall be concerned with the question fwhen a certain class of
rings are finite modules over their centers. We are able to characterize the 
A-affine rings satisfying a polynomial identity which are finite modules over their 
their centers. We refer the reader to Section 0 for definitions. The following 
theorem whose proof we give in the third chapter, is an example of a result in
this direction. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let R = A{xl ,..., xk} be a A-afine ring. R is a Jinite module 
over its center C, if and only ifl c = 0, cj where the intersection runson a set 
of prime ideals of c of height one. c is the integral c osure ofC in its quotient Jield 
and cfi denotes the localization of c relative tocb-. 
The paper is divided into several parts. Section 1 covers our investigation of the
zero dimensional c se. Here we find that he context ofA-affine ring can be 
successfully en arged toa non commutative A which merely sits in a “central 
fashion” inR. This generalizes con iderably the results of [14, p. 1221. Section 2 
is devoted entirely to Theorem 2.8 (which is a generalization of Theorem 2.6 
quoted earlier) andits immediate corollaries and generalizations. Section 3 
contains applications of the results and methods of Section 2.In particular the 
one dimensional c se is treated in arather xtensive fashion. 
0. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Throughout this work we consider only associative r ngs with 1, unless other- 
wise specified. By a PI. ring we shall mean a ring satisfying a proper polynomial 
identity as defined inProcesi’s book [14, p. IO]. 
* This paper is a portion of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation at the University ofChicago. 
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude toProfessor I.N. Herstein for his advice 
and encouragement. 
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We shall constantly make use, throughout this work, of the following standard 
notations a dnotions: Z(R) = {x E R 1 XY = YX, for all rE R) = the center of 
the ring R; j(R) = the Jacobson radical of R; IV(R) = the nil radical of R = the 
intersection of all prime ideals ofR. 
By “I 4 R” we shall mean that Iis an ideal of R. Q(R) = the classical left 
and right quotient ofR. K.d.(R) = dim R = classical Krull dimension f
R = maximal ength of chains of prime ideals ofR. If I is an ideal of R then, 
h(P) = the maximal ength of chains of prime ideals descending from P SE the 
h&&t of the prime ideal P.
If S C Z(R) is a multiplicatively closed set, 0$ S, then R, will mean the 
locilization of R with respect toS, and similarly we have A, for every subring A 
of R. If p is a prime ideal of Z(R), then Z(R) - p is obviously a multiplicatively 
closed set and we shall use the notation RD for the localization of R at 
Z(R) - P. 
We say that he “p.i.d.(R) = n” if R satisfies all the polynomial identities of 
n x n matrices over acommutative domain, and does not satisfy the identities of 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) ma t rices over acommutative domain. If P < R is prime we 
shall say that he “p.i.d.(P) = 12,’ ifthe p.i.d. (R/P) = n. Also if p is a prime 
ideal of Z(R), by “p.i.d.(p) = B”we mean that here exists a prime ideal P in R 
with P n Z(R) = p and p.i.d.(P) = n. 
A standard eference forthe theory of P.I. rings in which the above notations 
and ideas are defined and discussed is Procesi’s book [14]. 
We also use the following: 
(1) A ring R is called an affine (or F-affine) ring if R = F{x, ..., xk}, 
where F C Z(R), F is a field and R is a prime PI. ring. 
(2) A ring R is called fl-affine, f R = A{x, ..., xp}, where fl C Z(R), (1 
is noetherian andR is a prime PI. ring. 
DEFINITION. Let R = A{x, ,..., xk}be a A-affine ring with p.i.d.(R) = n. 
Let C, ,..., Cr be the coefficients of thecharacteristic polynomials of all mono- 
mials in x1 ,..., xk of degree < n2, viewed as elements ofQ(R). Then we set 
T(R) EE R[C, ,..., C,]-“the trace envelope ofR,” and T(R) is a finite module over 
its center. 
THEOREM 0.1 (Amitsur[l]). 1j R is a prime P.I. ring, withp.i.d.(R) = n then 
(i) There xists a non zero alternating ce tral polynomial on R
(ii) If 6, # 0 is a non zero evaluation of the polynomial n (i), then there 
exists an R subring A with A = C& Cai , ai = 6,ri, ri E R. Moreover 
S,2R C A C R and the ai’s are a free basis for the Axumaya algebra R[l/&,] = 
4WoI. 
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(iii) If r E R and 6, # 0 is as in (ii) then 6,r ER is integral over Z(R), that is, 
there aye u1 = al(r),..., OLD = 01~ in Z(R), images of a central polynomial, such 
that (8~)~ + al(S,~)z-l + -a- + a,&,~) + az = 0. 
Remark. (a) The underlying idea of Theorem 0.1 was also discovered 
independently by Rowen (unpublished). 
(b) The central polynomial in (i) is linear onseveral of its variables. 
(c) (iii) sa generalization of ([16]). 
(d) (iii) did not actually appear in the original version f[I], but it is easy 
to obtain tusing (i) and (ii) ( as was pointed out by Amitsur). 
(e) For later use it is advisable to add the unit element tothe ring A, and 
denote the resulting ring (again) byA = ~~~i Cai + C. It is easy to check that 
A is still a subring ofR, 6,2R C A C R and is obviously a finite C module. 
1. ZERO DIMENSIONAL P.I. RINGS 
In this chapter weshall deal exclusively with the following situation: R C S 
are two associative P.I.rings with unit element, S = R{a, ..., uR}and rai = air 
for all i= l,..., k and Y in R. By an easy computation we obtain: 
(a) P 4 S is prime implies that P n R is prime. 
(b) Z(R) C Z(S) and in particular 1, = 1, . 
The main purpose of this ection isto prove the following: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let S = R{a, ..., uR)as above, with R right noetherian and
dim S = 0. Then S is right artinian. 
We begin by proving a result ofSmall [20]: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let S = F{x, ..., xk}be a P.I. ring, F a field, F C Z(S), and 
dim S = 0. Then S is jinite dimensional over F. 
Proof. S satisfies th  a.c.c. on semiprime ideals [14, p. 1061, hence N(S) = 
Ml a*- M1 where Mi , i = l,..., 2 are maximal ideals inS. Thus by the Chinese 
remainder theorem S/N(S) = S/M, @ ... @ S/M,. Because S/n/r, isfinite 
dimensional over F for all i= 1 ,..., I [14, p. 1021, S/N(S) is integral over F. But 
N(S) is nil, hence S is integral over F. We then use [14, p. 1521 to conclude that 
S is finite dimensional over F. 
Important for the purpose of this chapter is: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let S = R{u, ..., a,} be a P.I. ring, R right noetherian and
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rai = air for all Iin R and i = I,..., k, and I 4 R. Assume further that S/I is a 
jinite module over its center. Then Iis a fmitely generated wosided ideal. 
Proof. Let Z denote Z(S/I). Let ui in S, i = l,..., m be chosen such that 
iii = l,..., m is a basis for S/I over 2. Let gi = C,“=, Ori& ,tii@j = Cz, pijliit 
where olij ,flij EZ. Define xi = ai -Cj”=, OlijUj ) i = I,..., k, Yij = UiUi -
Cz”=l Bijl”Z * Clearly we have Xi , Yij ,[aij, al], [;sijl , at] belonging toI for 
&j=l,..., m l=l,..., k. Observe further that [Q. , R]R, [Bijl, R]R are contained 
in a finitely generated right R module. Indeed if we fix i. , j,, 
where $,(a, ,..., ak) EZ{al ,..., ak} for t= l,..., n and rt in R. Hence 
[aid0 , W = i $6 ,..., 4 rt ,R R C f p,h ,..., ak)[rt , RIR 
t=1 I t=1 
z i f’t(a, ,-.e, %)R
kl 
and we can take p,(al ,..., aK), t= l,..., n asa set of generators forafinite right 
R module containing [cri,j, , R]R. Th is argument can be repeated asily, finitely 
many times for all olij , pijr , i, j= l,..., m 1= l,..., 12.Adding all the finite 
modules obtained inthis way together, we get 
z [“ij , RIR +1 [BN > R]R i p,R. i.j.1 S4 
R is right noetherian he ce we get that 
z E”lij 3 RIR + s1 [Bijl, R]R = f q,R. 
s=1 
Moreover q9, s= l,..., N are in I, since the left side of the equality is contained 
in I. 
Let f e C SX,S + C SYijS + C Sq,S + C S[olij , al]S + C S[Pija , l]S 
with the appropriate indexing. We have that fC I and f is a finitely generated two 
sided ideal. Inorder to prove that Iis a finitely generated two sided ideal it 
suffices to prove that S/i = S is right noetherian. Leta denote the canonical 
image of s E S in S. We know that Zij ,pi.,, E Z(S). Let R, = I?{&j , /?ss,,>, 
i, j, s, v = 1 ,..., k, w = l,..., m; then R, is right noetherian. Let 
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T is a finitely generated right R, module and & , i = l,..., k are in T. Also 
z{n, ...) a,> c Zzi~ )..., 22, )...) zi,C T. Furthermore TI? C T and a C R,T. 
Finally T is a xing; indeed Gi = d,i ETR C T. Now since I? and & i = l,..., k 
are in T and ,!? is generated by I? and cli = l,..., k; we get that 3 = T. T is 
finitely generated as right R, module and therefore s = T is a right noetherian 
ring. Q.E.D. 
The previous lemma was inspired by [14, Chap. V]. We go on with the 
following: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let S be as in Theorem 1.4, assume in addition that R is prime 
and that SE Z(R) is such that R[l/S] is simple. Define I = (x E S 1 there exists 
i = i(x), Six = 0}, and set 6, = the image of S in S/I. Then N(I) = M1 n *.* n n/r, 
where Mi < S are maximal, 6 is invertible n S/I and R[l/S,] &S/I) is imple. 
Proof. Obviously I Q S. Let S/N(I) = S and let 8be the image of S in s. 
Note first that 8is not a zero divisor ins. Indeed if ZZE s, f # 0 and % = 0, 
that is Su E N(I), then there xists a natural number k such that Skuk EI, hence 
we have a natural number m such that S”uk = 0 and consequently uk EI. 
Thus Arms(8) = {XE s 1% = O> is a nil two sided ideal in the semi prime 
P.I. ring s; this is a contradiction. That R is prime implies that IA R = 0 
hence R n N(I) = 0. We have that s = R{a, ..., a,}/N(I) z R{a; ,..., gk}. Also 
since 8 is not a zero divisor ins we may localize with respect the set {sn}, for 
all integers n. Hence s[l/8] = R[I/S] = R[l/8](a; ,..., zk}. R[1/8] g R[l/S] is 
simple with center F (the localization R[l/S] takes place in Q(R)). Let ir, ..., ~7~ 
be a basis of R[l/8] over F, then s[l/8] = F{$ ,,.., us aI ,..., ak} and 
F C Z(s[1/8]). Now L emma 1.1 implies that s[ 1 /a] is finite dimensional over F
(observe that K . dim s[l/S] < K * dim s = 0). It is easily checked that 
s[l/8] is semiprime and since it is finite dimensional over F, s[ l/8] is semi- 
simple artinian. By [2] s has a finite number of minimal prime ideals, that is, 
N(I) = n/r, n ... n M, , Mi 4 S, i = l,..., t and Mi are maximal. Hence by 
the Chinese remainder theorem again S/N(I) = s z S/M @ ... @ S/Mt and 
so is semisimple artinian. Thus 8 - a nonzero divisor ins is invertible. But 
then since N(I)/1 is nil we have that 6, is invertible. But then since N(I)/1 is 
nil we have that S, is invertible in S/I. Finally tosee that R[l/S,] issimple we 
observe that Z(R[l/S,]) = Z(R)[l/S,] is a field. Indeed let uE Z(R). There 
exists a vE Z(R) such that (uv - l)Si = 0 for some i, (Z(R[l/S]) is a field) hence 
if ul, vI are the appropriate images in S/I then (u~z’~ - l)SIi = 0, but 6, is 
invertible in R[l/S,] hence ulvl - 1 = 0. 
We now come to the principal result ofthis ection. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let R{a, ..., a,J = S, where R is right noetherian, S a P.I. 
ring satisfying a polynomial dentity of degree n,rai = air for all rin R, i = l,..., k 
and dim S = 0. Then S is right artinian. 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that 5’ is right noetherian, since together with 
dim S = 0 it follows easily that S is right artinian ( s in the commutative case). 
By [lo] we need to show only that every prime ideal M of S is finitely generated 
as a right ideal. Since dim S = 0, M 4 S is maximal. Let P = M n R. P 4 R 
and is prime (R C S is a central extension). R is right neotherian, hence 
P = Ci p,R. Let PS = C p,S. Then PS R = P and PS is a two sided ideal 
(rai = air, i= I,..., k), and PS is finitely generated asa right ideal. Hence 
we’ll prove that SjPS is right noetherian. Also 
SIPS = &$q ,... ) tir} = ; (a, ,..., (z,}. 
What this argument shows is that in order to finish t e proof we may assume that 
R is prime and M n R = 0. S/M is simple so R{Z, ,..., Z,} = S/M is finite 
dimensional over Q(R) [14, p. 1021, h ence finite dimensional over Z(Q(R)). 
Thus there xists a 6 E Z(R) such that all the monomials of degree < n2 in 
(a-1 >.*., &} are integral over Z(R)[l/Kj. By[14, p. 1521 this implies that S/M is a 
finite module over Z(R)[1/6] hence Z(R)[l/S] is afield and consequently R[l/S] 
is simple. (Observe that he localization is taking place in Q(R).) Let I = 
(x E S / there xists i = i(x) six = 01, then IC M. Indeed 8x = 0 and 6 $ M 
(MR = 0) implies that xE M (M is prime). Let S/I = s = R{cl ,..., &}. (Here 
the notation isdifferent from Lemma 1.3.) Applying Lemma 1.3 we get that 
s = ,!?[I/81 = R[l/S]{a; ,..., &} = F&i ,..., z& s1 ,..., &}, where tii ,..., titis a 
basis for R[l/8] over its centerF(CZ(S)). Now dim S = 0 hence by Lemma 1.1 S
is finite dimensional over F and by Lemma 1.2 applied toS = S/I, Iis finitely 
generated asa two sided ideal. Hence there xists a natural number nz with 
AmI = 0. But M/I a S-right artinian d so M = m,S + ... -+ m,S + I, 
mi E M, i = l,..., t  Thus 6”M = & mi 6”s. But 6 $ M and so 6”s + M = S. 
Moreover6”SnM={xEMjx=6mY,Y~S)={xEM/x=SmY, YEM}= 
6”M. Finally S/smS = 6”s + M/@S s MjS,S n M = M/SmM and the 
isomorphisms areas right S modules. Consequently M is finitely generated as a
right ideal since WM is. 
Theorem 1.4 can be viewed as a generalization of Theorem 5.4 of [14]. 
Remark 1.5. If S is as in Theorem 2.4 then dim R < 1. 
Proof. S is right artinian hence N(S) = n/r, n ... n M, , Mi 4 S are 
maximal and N(S)” = 0. Let P 4 R, prime with k(P) = 0; then (N(S) n R)t = 
0 E P. Hence there exists Mj , such that n/r, n R C P but Mj n R Q R is prime 
implies that Mj n R = P. Now SjMj = (R/P){a; ,..., a,.} and we saw that 
there xists a 65 Z(R/P) such that (R/P)[l/S] issimple. This is a prime right 
noetherian G-ring (see .g. [8] p. 13) hence via [3] dim(R/P) < 1 for all P < R, 
P prime and k(P) = 0. Otherwise tated dim R < 1. 
We conclude the chapter with the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.6. Let 5’ = R{a, ,..., a } be a prime P.I. ring, R is right noetheriun, 
dim S = 1 and air = rai for all Yin R. Then S is right (and left) noetherian. 
Proof. Let 0 # P 4 S, prime. Using [lo] it suffices to how that P is 
finitely generated as aright ideal. Let Z E Z(S) n P then S = S/ZS satisfies th  
conditions of Theorem 2.4, hence is right artinian. I  particular P/ZS = 
p,s + ... + ~$9, p, E P, hence P = p,S + *a* +- p,S + ZS. 
2. A CRITERION FOR MODULE FINITENESS 
The purpose of this chapter isto determine in terms of Z(R) when a /l-affine 
ring is a finite module over its center. The main result is he following. 
THEOREM 2.6. If R is a A-a&e ring, then R is ajnite module over its center C, 
if and only if C = n, C, , where the intersection is taken on a set of primes ji 4 c 
with h(p) = 1. 
Throughout this ection we use the following conventions: R is a /l-affine 
ring, T(R) its “trace envelope,” Z = Z(T(R)), C = Z(R), K = quotient field 
of C, C (resp. Z)= integral closure ofC (resp. ofZ) in K. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R = A{x, ,..., xk} be a A-afine ring and p < C prime with 
h(p) = 1. Then th ere exists a p, 4 z, prime, such that p, n C = p. 
Proof. Following [18] there exists anideal I 4 T(R) such that IC R. Choose 
6, # 0 to be a nonzero evaluation of the homogeneous central polynomial of
Theorem 0.1 evaluated in1, that is 6, E I. Construct the module A = 
CT=, Cai + C, as in Theorem 0.1, where ai = 6,r, for asuitable choice of rI E I. 
Let 2 = AC = C cai + C. 2 is a ring and a finite C module. Moreover 
Z(x) C Z(RC) C C. Indeed a, ,..., a, are a set of generators forthe Azumaya 
algebra A[1 /S,] = RC[ l/S,,] andso Z(A) 2 Z(RC[l/G,) C K. Obviously Z(A) C A 
and by the usual determinant rgument (e.g., [8] p. 9) Z(A) is integral over C. 
Thus since Z(x) C K we get hat Z(x) = C. We now handle two separate cases. 
Case (i). 6, EF. Then 0 # S,4T(R)C S03Rc C S,$. The first inclusion is 
valid since 6, E I 4 T(R) and I C R, and the second since S,2R C A (Theorem 
0.1). Consequently S,4T(R)C n Z(A) C S,,J n Z(A) = S&T(A) = S,C C jY. 
Hence there xists anideal N (=S04T(R)C) of T(R)C and 0 # N n Z(A) Q. 
By Zorn’s lemma we pick an ideal M in T(R)C, maximal with respect tothe 
property hat 0 # Ad n C _C 5 and ikl 1 N. Then 1M is prime. But M n c # 0 
is aprime ideal inC which implies that M n c = ji If we set m = M n Z( T(R)C) 
then m is obviously prime, m 4 Z( T(R)f?) and m n C = ji. Finally C C ZC Z 
Z(T(R)C) C Z. The second inclusion is valid since T(R) is finite over Z = 
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Z(T(R)) and so Z(T(R)C) is integral over 2 . c and therefore v r Z. Hence 
there xists a prime ideal p, in Z such that p, n .Z(T(R)e) = m and conse- 
quently p,n r? = p, n Z( T(R)e) n c = m n c = p as required. 
Case (ii). 6,$p. We know that RC[l/S,] = ~[l/S,] isan Azumaya algebra 
(Theorem O.l), Z(A) = c. Therefore Z(~[l/S,]) = c[l/S,] = Z(RC[I/S,]). 
Now p 4 c and prime implies that 3[l/S,] u e[l/S,] and prime. Note that by 
([9]) T(R) C[l/S,] = RC[l/S,], and h ence there xists a q < Z(T(R)C), prime, 
such that q[ 1/S,] = jY[ l/S,]. It is now easy to check that q n e = j?. Finally inthe 
same way as we did in case (i) we choose a p, < Z prime such that p, n C == j% 
Q.E.D. 
We continue this discussion by proving 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R = A(x, ,.. ., XJ be a A-u&e ring. If p 4 C is prime, 
h(p) = l,andp,~Zisprimesuchthatp,flC=jYthenh(p,) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose h(p,) > 1. We can pick qCp, q 4 Z, prime and h(q) = 2. 
Then q n i? # 0 since and Z have the same quotient field K. Moreover 
qn~=~sinceO#qnnCp,nC=pandh(p)=l. 
CLAIM. There xists injinitely man primes {qE}, qa4 z and qu $ q. 
Proof of the Claim. Suppose there are only finitely many, say q1 ,..., q,. 
qi & q. Let x E q - (ql u .*a u qY). Then q is minimal over x, but Z is a Krull 
domain (Z is noetherian) and therefore satisfies th  basic principal ideal theorem 
[8, p. 83, Ex. 41 which yields a contradiction s nce h(q) > 1. Q.E.D. 
On the other hand 0 # qE n c for every a! (again c and Z have the same 
quotient field K) and qa n c is a prime ideal, hence qry n ci = p. If we take 
y EF, then {qiy} isan infinite setof minimal primes in Z such that yE qa and this 
violates helocal finiteness property ofa Krull domain. 
We now make the following 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let R C T be rings and P a prime ideal of T. Then P is 
isolated over R n P, if P is maximal and minimal with respect tothe primes of T 
whose intersection w thR is R n P. 
An extremely important theorem in commutative algebra isZariski’s Main 
Theorem. We are going to make an extensive use of it. We give here amore 
general version, one which does not require any noetherian assumption. 
THEOREM 2.4 (Evans-Peskine ge ralization of Zariski’s Main Theorem [6], 
[13]). Let R C T be commutative rings with R integrally c osed in T such that 
there xists ,,,.., t in T with T integral over R[t, ,..., tn]. If aprime ideal P of T 
is isolated ovw P n R then there xists ans E R - (P n R) such that T, = R, . 
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A consequence of this result which is of most importance forus is the following 
special case. 
Remark 2.5. Under the assumptions ofthe previous theorem we get 
R PnR - T,. 
We now come to the principal result ofthis chapter. 
THEOREM 2.6. If R = A{xl ,..., XJ is A-afine then R is a finite module 
over its center, ifand only if c = 0, c, , the intersection runs a set of height 
one prime ideals of C. 
Proof. Suppose first that R is finite module over its center. With the aid of 
the Artin-Tate l mma we see that C = JC, ,..., C,] hence neotherian and 
therefore C is a Krull domain ([ 121). Inparticular C = 0, C, the intersection is 
on all p < C, prime, h(p) = 1. We prove the other direction. Letj? 4 C, 
h(p) = 1 and prime. There exists a p, 4 z, prime, such that p, n C = p 
(Lemma 2.1). By Lemma 2.2 we get that every such p, is isolated over $. By 
Remark 2.5 C, = zfl (2 is the integral closure of2 = A[C, ,..., C,] and so z is 
integral over C[C, ,..., C,], so we can apply Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.5 to 
C C z and p = p, n C). This holds true for all p 4 C, h( 3) = 1, 3 prime, 
hence C = 0, CD = n,, &I Zt Z, (p, runs on some set of height one prime ideals 
in Z). Then C2 zs) 2 and consequently 2 isintegral over C. 
Let x E R then xE T(R) and is integral over 2, but we saw that 2 is integral 
over C hence sis integral over C. Hence we apply [14, p. 1521 to conclude that R
is finite over C. 
The next heorem follows a an immediate corollary. 
THEOREM 2.7. If R = A{x, ,..., x,J is A-a&e, then R is a finite C module ;f 
and only if C is a Krull domain. 
If we simply “localize” theprevious proof with respect toa multiplicatively 
closed set S in the center ofR we get amore general theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. If R = A{x, ,..., x~} is A-afine and SC (R) is a multiplica- 
tively closed set then Rs is a Jinite module over its center Cs = D, if and only 
if D = nb Dj , ji runs on a set of height one prime ideals of D. 
We record the next corollary s a theorem. 
THEOREM 2.9. If R = A{xl ,..., xlc} is a A-afine ring, and p < C, prime, 
h(p) = 1, then R, = A{x, ,..., x~}~ is a finite module over its center D = C, . 
Proof. Since Z(R,) = C, and h(p) = 1, then dim C, = I and so dim CD =-I. 
Hence C* = D = n, D,- ,q Q D, prime, and h(q) = 1 [8, p. 341. We apply now 
Theorem 2.8 with S = C - p. 
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COROLLARY 2.10. Let R = A{xl ,..., q} be A-u$liq h(p) = 1, prime. If 
P~R,prime,andPnC=pthenh(P)= 1. 
Proof. P, < R, , prime, and P, n C, = p, . R, is a finite module over C, 
(Theorem 2.9) and in particular integral over C, . Hence h(P,) = 1 and con- 
sequently h(P) = 1. 
3. APPLICATIONS, ONE DIMENSIONAL P.I. RINGS 
In this chapter weshall apply the methods and results ofSection 2 to get a 
tighter relation between Spec R and Spec Z(R), in the lower dimensional c ses. 
We prove in Theorem X3 that if p d C, prime, and h(p) = 2 then there 
exist a prime ideal inR, P, such that P n C = p. We begin with 
The Afine Case 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R = F(x, ..., xk}be an afine ping with p.i.d.(R) == n, 
~~C,primeundh(~)=l.Thenh(~nC)=lwheveC=Z(R). 
Proof. Let p = p n C. Then there xists a prime ideal p, in Z which is 
isolated over p (Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 where 2 = Z(T(R)). Hence there xists an
S E C - j? such that c[l/S] = Z[l/S] (Theorem 2.4). 
CLAIM. Z(RC[l/S]) = c[l/S]. 
Proof of Claim. c[l/S] C Z(RC[l/S]) = .Z(R(?)[l/S] GZ((T(R)C[l/S]) = 
Z(T(R)C)[l/S] C Z[l/S]. 
Thus we get hat c[l/S] = Z(Rc[l/S]) = Z[l/S]. Observe further that 2 is a 
commutative affine F-algebra, as are Z and Z[ 1 /S] and consequently c[ 1 IS]. But 
c[l/S] = Z(RC[l/S]) and noetherian, hence via ([7]); RC[l/S] is a finite 
module over c[l/S], therefore it is an affine F-algebra. 
That R is affine implies that K * d(R) = tr . d&Z(R)) = tr d,(.Z(R[l/S]) = 
K. d(R[l/S]) = K. d(R[I/S]C), thelast equality being true since R[I/S]C is 
integral over R[l/S]. Now K * d(R[l/S]C) = K * d(e[l/S]) since the former is 
finite over the latter. To sum up, K. d(R) = K. d(C[l/S]). Now c[l/S] is 
cetenary and satisfies the dimension formula since it is a commutative affine 
ring. Let p Q c with (p) = 1. Then h( ji[l/S]) = 1, hence 
K.d.(R) - 1 = K.d.(e[l/S]) - 1 = K.d. $# < K.d. c/p < K.d.(C) - 1 
= K.d.(C) - 1 < tr.d, C - 1 
= K.d.(R) - 1 and consequently K.d. %/jY 
= K.d.(C) - 1. Also K.d. C/p = K.d. C/p 
and so K.d. C/p = K.d. C - 1. 
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Since h(p) + K . d(c/p) < K . d(C) is always true we conclude that h(p) < 1, 
that is, h(p) = 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R = A{x, ,..., xk}be a A-u@ne ping p.i.d. (R) = n and 
p Q C = Z(R), prime, with (p) = 2. Then there exists a prime P u R such that 
PnC=p. 
Proof. Let q $ p b e any prime ideal in C with (q) = 1. Then there exists a 
prime Q 4 R with Q n C = q. We have to treat two different cases. 
Case (i). We assume that every prime q# 0, q $ p is such that p.i.d. (q) < n. 
CLAIM. There are$nitely many such q. 
Proof of Claim. Let {qa} be the set of primes, qol # p for all 01, and {QJ the 
corresponding set of prime ideals inR, qa = Qa n C (we may have more than 
one Qa contracting to the same qJ. Then n Qa # 0 for otherwise p.i.d. (R) < n. 
Also R satisfies th  A.C.C. on semi prime ideals, hence very semi prime ideal is 
a finite intersection of prime ideals ([14] Theorems 2.1 and 2.3). Thus n Qa = 
QI n ..*nQz. Let qi =QinC i= l,...,Z. Then nqo = qln...nq, and 
h(q,) = 1 for all 01, so there are only finitely such qol’s. 
Pick x~p-(q~U..*Uq~), then xR#R; moreover xRnC=xCCp, 
therefore by Zorn’s lemma there xists a prime P 4 R such that xE P and 
O#PnCCp.Butx~PnCandx#q,~~~q,hencePnC=p. 
Case (ii). We may therefore assume that here xists a 0 # PO < C prime 
p, gp and p.i.d. (pa) = n. W e may also assume that all the evaluations of central 
polynomials land in p otherwise we use the Azumaya argument as in Lemma 
2.l(ii) to show that p is contracted. Theorem 0.1 shows us that there is a 
~,~P-Po, all on evaluation of a central polynomial such that (SOr)nfr) +
ctl(Y)(sOr)n(+l + .*. + CY~(~) = 0for all Y in R, and cyi(r) a einp for i= l,..., n(y). 
Since h(p,) = 1 there xists P,, < R, prime, with P,, n C = p, . We have 
C = C/p, R/P, = 8, j = p/p,, < C and is prime. Also (&,i)n(7) E$ .c” = $5 for 
all (S#) EC, since &r) Ej3 i= l,..., n(y). Hence 0 # &,l? n C c$ and again by 
Zorn’s lemma we find P < R prime with P n c = j. P’ = P/P,, where P < R 
and is prime. Now it is easily checked that P n C = p. 
An identical proof yields the analogous result for a central localization of a 
A-affine ring R: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R = A{x, ..., xk}be a A-afine ring, S C Z(R) a multi- 
plicatively closed set and p u C, , prime, h(p) = 2. Then theye exists a prime 
P d R, with P n C, = p. 
The goal now is to prove the following. 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let R = F{x, ..., xk} be an afine ring, S C Z(R) a 
multiplicatively closed set and suppose that dim R, = 1. Then R, is jinite 
over C, . 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that dim C, = 1 (Theorem 2.8). Let p Q C, , 
prime and h(p) = 2. There exists a P 4 R, , prime, with P n C, = p 
(Theorem 3.4). We may assume that p.i.d. (p) < n since if p.i.d. (p) = n it is 
easy to show that dim R, = 2 and so dim Rs 3 2. According to[19] there 
exists a prime ideal PI in T(R)s uch that PI n R, = P (Note that P = Qs , 
Q 4 R and h(Q) = 1.) If we set p, = PI n 2, then p, n C, = p. Finally there 
exists a prime ideal p,in Z, such that pa n 2, = p, . Set p = pa n Cs , we get 
that $ n C, = p. We have the following picture: 
CLAIM. p, is isolated over p and h(p,) = 1. 
Proof of Claim. If h(p,) > 1, p, = ws, w 4 .Z, hence h(w) > 1 and 
dim z > 1. Let 6 be any evaluation of central polynomial inT(R)27 Z is 
noetherian he ce satisfies th  principal ideal theorem. There exists herefore a 
v E w, and v is a prime ideal inz with 6Iv and h(v) = 1. Hence p.i.d. (v) = n = 
p.i.d. (R) and consequently p.i.d. (vn C) = n = p.i.d. (vn C), . Set p, = 
(V n C),; then p.i.d. (p,,) = n and p, Cp = (w n C), . But p.i.d. (p) < n 
which makes the last inclusion proper, that is, p, &p. Thus /z(p,J = 1 implies 
that here xists a P,, Q R, , p rime, such that PO n C, = C, = PO. Now 
CS/ P, C RdPO and 0 f P/P,, Q Cd P, ’ is P rime which is contracted from a prime 
ideal in R,/P,, just as in case (ii) ofTheorem 3.3. We reach now a contradiction 
since R,/P,, isa simple ring (dim R, = 1 and P,, # 0). The other possible way 
to violate the isolation of paover F is that here is a q2 3 pz , q2 u z, , prime and 
q2 n Cs = F. But here we argue as before with q2 playing the role of pa and 
observing that such qz will have height >l. Hence we have justified our claim. 
Theorem 2.4 now implies that (Cs)@ = (zJp2 .But h(p,) = 1 implies that 
h(p) = 1. We have that i = us where u is a prime ideal of C, h(u) = 1 and 
(U n C), = p, as is easily checked. We apply Theorem 3.2 to conclude that 
h(u n C) = 1 and consequently h(p) = 1, but this contradicts the choice of p 
to be of height two. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3.5 is a generalization of oneproved by Small and Schelter (inde- 
pendently). They proved that aone dimensional affine ring is a finite module over 
its center. 
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The A-a$ne Case 
The goal here is to prove the following: 
“Let R = A{x, ,..., xk} be a A-affine ring with dim R = 1. Then R is a finite 
module over its center.” 
This result was proved by Schelter tobe true under the additional assumption 
that .A is Jacobson and Macaulay. We prove: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let R = A{x, ,..., xk} be a A-a&e ring, dim R = 1, then R 
is a finite module over its center C. 
Proof. We shall prove that K dim C = 1 by a way of contradiction. We 
firstly observe that, by a proper enlargement ofA, with possibly finite number of 
elements, we may assume that for all q < C, prime, qn A # 0. Let p Q C, 
prime, and h(p) = 2. W e h ave that p.i.d. (q) < n = p.i.d. (R) for all primes q,* 
q 2 p. Otherwise 3 q0 g p, prime, and p.i.d. (q,,) = n. Hence, there xists Q,, < R, 
prime, and Q,, n C = q0 , and every prime in C/q,, is contracted from one in 
R/Q, (as in Theorem 3.3 case (ii)). Hence R/Q,, being simple, implies the same on 
c/q0 9 thus a contradiction t  h(p) > 1. Further, following Theorem 3.3, 
case (i), we get a finite number of proper primes under p, q1 ,..., qs , qi 5 p. Let 
rl EP\(41” ... u qs), then p is a minimal prime above 0~. Let vi ,..., V~ , be the 
other minimal primes above 01, and let w E (vi n ... n vJ\p. Then in R[l/w] = 
4W4h ,..., xk}  p[l/w] is the only minimal prime above (Y. Let # = p[l/w] n
A[l/w] then we localize R[l/w], A[l/w] with respect to A[l/w]\#. Starting a ain 
with fresh notation we have R = A{xl ,..., xk}, dim R = 1, p 4 C, prime, 
h(p) = 2, p is minimal over 01 and p n A is maximal in A. We show next that p is 
a f.g. ideal. Indeed, pr C UC for some Y, thus (p n A)r C o~C n A and thus 
# = p n A C rad(orC n A), but # being maximal implies that J/ = rad(& n A), 
and therefore A/c& n A is artinian. The following inclusions hold: A/& n A C 
C/&Y C R/ctR. Moreover R/(uR is integral, hence finite over A/& n A (Lemma 
1.1) hence C/CC is finite over A/c& n A, hence C/&Z’ is noetherian d in par- 
ticularp = (a, ,..., a,). One observes further that p-‘p = p, otherwise p-lp = C 
and then h(p) = 1. We define S = R(p-l n 2) (recall 2 = Z(T(R)), then 
Z(S) = p-l n 2, S C T(R) and Z(S) _C c. In particular S is a finite module over 
R and is a A-affine algebra. IfK.dim Z(S) = 1 then R.dim Z(S) G K.d c = 
K.d (C) = 1 and so R is finite over C. If K.d Z(S) # 1 we continue the process 
with S and after afinite step we stop since T(R) is a finite module with central 
generators over R. In both cases we reach acontradiction to h(p) = 2. Q.E.D. 
One can prove, with some minor modifications the following stronger theorem: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R = r{x, ,..., xk} a prime P.I. ring, r C Z(R) (not neces- 
sarily neotherian). Suppose that K. dim R = 1 and R is noetherian, then R is 
finite over its center. 
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